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ABSTRACT

Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) using biotinylated β-galactosidase (βGAL) as donor and Alexa Fluor 350 (AF350) labelled avidin as acceptor has been investigated by means of steady-state fluorescence and time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy. The donors are readily paired with acceptors through the well-established binding affinity of biotin and avidin. The fluorescence energy transfer efficiency was determined by the donor fluorescence emission and lifetime changes in the presence and absence of acceptor. The theoretical energy transfer efficiency and theoretical average distance between donor and acceptor after non-covalent binding was calculated by taking the distribution of tryptophan residues in βGAL and avidin as well as the location of AF350 in avidin into account, which agree with the experimental data. It is shown how information of the location of acceptor can be obtained. Further, the fluorescence intensity image of AF350 on biotinylated βGAL coated quartz surface through UV FRET has been recorded using deep UV laser-based fluorescence lifetime microscopy. The results demonstrate that (a) deep UV laser-based fluorescence lifetime microscopy is a simple and useful method to study UV FRET of proteins using intrinsic fluorescence, (b) structural information even in complex multi-donor systems can be obtained and (c) FRET signals can be obtained to detect binding events using the native fluorescence of proteins as multi-donor systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a nonradiative process whereby an excited-state donor molecule transfers energy to a proximal ground-state acceptor through long range dipole – dipole interaction.\(^1,2\) FRET has become widely used in many applications of fluorescence, including medical diagnostics, DNA analysis, and optical imaging.\(^1\) FRET is often cited as “spectroscopic ruler” due to its capability to supply accurate spatial measurements and to detect molecular complexes over distances from 10 to 100 Å, which are typically the size of a protein or the thickness of a membrane. This makes FRET useful for studying various biological macromolecules.\(^3-6\)

The existing methods to study the interaction by FRET between two proteins are labelling techniques. Two fluorophors, one donor and one acceptor, have to be chosen and attached to binding partner. Upon binding, the probe molecule, not primarily the molecule of interest (e.g. proteins), is detected. Although these labels are specifically designed to receive a sensitive assay, the chemical procedures involved in attachment of a label are time consuming, expensive, and labour intensive and may lead to additional losses of valuable sample material due to purification steps. Further, chemical labelling of proteins might change their surface characteristics so that their natural activity is impaired. In other words, the labelling procedures may affect the biological activity of the molecules under investigation, especially for small proteins or peptides containing only a few epitopes. Label-free techniques have been developed in order to overcome these problems. In contrast to methods containing labels, target proteins are not labelled or altered and are detected in their native form. This label-free technique is relatively easy and cheap to perform and allow for quantitative and kinetic measurement of
molecular interaction. In so far, label-free methods are becoming an important tool for biological analysis due to its inherent merits.\(^7\)

Most proteins contain the aromatic residues tryptophan (Trp), tyrosine (Tyr) and phenylalanine (Phe), which fluoresce in the near-UV upon excitation around 280 nm.\(^1\) However, the intrinsic fluorescence of Tyr is about 100 times weaker than that of Trp due to a low extinction coefficient; fluorescence emission of Phe is quite weak because of the low extinction coefficient and low quantum efficiency. For proteins that contain these residues, it is often found that the emission is dominated by the contribution of the Trp residues, which emit in the range of 335-345 nm. The Trp fluorescence emission has been applied to study protein folding, enzymatic catalysis, ligand binding and protein association.\(^1\) Recently we could show the detection of small single molecules and single proteins without any labelling using deep UV laser-based fluorescence lifetime microscopy.\(^7,9\) This method is also quite useful for sensitive identification of protein interactions\(^10,11\) and for direct analysis of protein separation by gel and capillary electrophoresis.\(^12-14\) G. Zauner et al.\(^15\) exploited the sensitivity of the endogenous Trp fluorescence of type-3 copper protein towards the presence of oxygen by translating the intrinsic UV emission of the protein to label fluorescence in the visible range through a FRET mechanism. Two type-3 copper proteins, Hemocyanins and Tyrosinases, were labeled with several fluorophors (eg. Alexa Fluor 350, Atto 390 etc.) at the N-terminus. The Trp emission of the proteins and the fluorescence of the fluorophore labels from FRET depend on the concentration of oxygen in solution, which can be used for oxygen sensing based on FRET.

In the present report we introduce FRET using aromatic amino acids of proteins as donors after deep UV excitation. The design of biotinylated βGAL/avidin-AF350 conjugate is shown schematically in Figure 1. There are four binding sites in each
avidin molecule which can bind up to four molecules of biotin noncooperatively with very high affinity ($K_d = 1.3 \times 10^{-15}$ M). The bond formation between biotin and avidin is widely unaffected by pH, temperature, organic solvents and other denaturing agents. The four binding sites, together with the high affinity of the biotin-avidin interaction, help to enhance the signal strength and amplify the sensitivities of biotin-avidin-based analysis. The biotin-avidin technique is a useful tool in specific targeting applications and assay design.

\[ \beta\text{GAL} \] was chosen as donor mainly because of its strong fluorescence emission from abundant Trp residues at UV excitation. It is an enzyme containing 156 Trp residues and is widely distributed in microorganisms, animals and plants. This enzyme is a tetramer of four identical subunits with a monomer molecular mass of 116,352. Within each subunit the 1023-amino acid polypeptide chain folds into five compact sequential domains, plus an extended segment of about 50 residues at the N-terminus. Each of the four active sites in the tetramer is formed by elements from two different subunits.

Recently, \(\beta\text{GAL}\) molecules have been investigated in our research group for label-free detection of single molecules and protein-protein interactions in the deep UV region after one-photon excitation at 266 nm. AF350 dye is a sulfonated coumarin derivative with high fluorescence quantum yield (0.75). The spectral absorption of AF350 overlaps with the fluorescence emission of the \(\beta\text{GAL}\) donor which satisfies the basic requirement of resonance energy transfer. We have chosen AF350 as acceptor also because of its advantage of exhibiting more intense fluorescence, high photostability than many other dyes, remaining highly fluorescent over a broad pH range, and having good water solubility. We report FRET studies after specific biotin-avidin binding events based on biotinylated \(\beta\text{GAL}\) and avidin-AF350. It is shown that basic information about the location of AF350 can be obtained. Further, the
fluorescence energy transfer efficiency and average distance between donor and acceptor were determined by experiment and theoretical calculation. The fluorescence intensity image of AF350 on biotinylated βGAL coated quartz surface through UV FRET has been observed using deep UV laser-based fluorescence lifetime microscopy. We are able to demonstrate the sensitive identification of UV FRET from biotinylated βGAL to avidin-AF350 based on high binding affinity of biotin-avidin reaction by deep UV laser-based fluorescence lifetime microscopy.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

2.1 Materials

The pure biotinylated βGAL, N-Acetyl-L-tryptophanamide (NATA) and 3-aminoproyltriethoxysilane (APTES) were purchased from Sigma. Alexa Fluor 350 conjugated avidin (NeutrAvidin) was purchased from Invitrogen (Molecular Probes). Biotinylated βGAL was solved and diluted in phosphate buffered saline solution (PBS, pH 7.4), avidin-AF350 and NATA were solved and diluted in double distilled water. All other chemicals were of analytical grade.

2.2 Sample preparation

For absorption and steady-state fluorescence experiments biotinylated βGAL concentration was kept constant at 2.25 µM, while avidin-AF350 concentration was varied to reach biotin βGAL:avidin-AF350 molar ratios from 1:0 to 1:3. Absorption spectra of solutions were measured with UV/VIS/NIR-spectroscopy Lambda 900 (Perkin Elmer). Steady-state fluorescence spectra were obtained in standard quartz cuvettes with a luminescence spectrometer LB 50B (Perkin Elmer) equipped with a red-sensitive photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu R-928). Time-resolved fluorescence
spectroscopy of biotinylated βGAL and biotin avidin complex solutions were measured with home-made UV Fluorescence Lifetime Microscopy at fluorescence detection window of 320-380 nm by putting 100 µl sample on quartz cover slides which glued to aluminum slabs with six reaction vessels containing a volumetric capacity of 300µl. The experiments have been performed at a constant biotinylated βGAL concentration of 1×10⁻⁷ M and avidin-AF350 concentration was varied. Prior to use the quartz cover slides (SPI Supplies, 170 µm thickness) were cleaned for 60 min in CHCl₃ in an ultrasonic bath followed by washing with double distilled water and then dried in nitrogen flow. The fluorescence of NATA shows a single-exponential decay with lifetime of 2.85 ± 0.05 ns,²⁸ which was used as standard to calibrate the instrument response. For the data analysis commercial software FluoFit by PicoQuant was used. The experimental data were analyzed using Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm. The decay parameters were determined by least-squares deconvolution using multi-exponential models, and their quality was judged by the reduced $\chi^2$ value and the randomness of the weighted residuals. All experiments have been performed at room temperature.

For UV FRET imaging experiments, quartz coverslips were cleaned in a 1:1 mixture of MeOH/HCl for 30 min and in conc. H₂SO₄ for 30 min. They were rinsed with double distilled water and dried in nitrogen flow. Afterwards the coverslips were deposited on 2.5% solution of APTES in ethanol for 30 min, rinsed with ethanol and dried at 45°C for 1 hour. The APTES coated coverslips were treated with biotinylated βGAL (1 ×10⁻⁶ M) in PBS solution for overnight. After washing 3 times with water, they were placed in different concentration of avidin-AF350 solution for 1 hr. Fluorescence imaging of AF350 on biotinylated βGAL quartz coverslips was measured using UV Fluorescence
lifetime imaging microscopy at detection window of 430-470 nm after washing away any unbounded avidin-AF350 and drying coverslips in nitrogen flow.

2.3 UV Fluorescence Lifetime Microscopy.

The time-resolved fluorescence studies were carried out with UV fluorescence lifetime microscopy described elsewhere.\textsuperscript{8,9} It consists of a 266 nm UV mode-locked diode-pumped picosecond laser (GE-100-XHP-FHG, Time-Bandwidth Products Inc., Switzerland). The laser system provides pulses with a duration of less than 10 ps and with a repetition rate of 40 MHz, maximum output power is 20 mW. The polarized laser beam was split 50/50 by a beam splitter (Laser components GmbH, Germany) sending 50\% into a high speed photodiode module (PHD-400, Becker & Hickl GmbH, Berlin, Germany) which is used as deriving the synchronization signal for triggering of the time-correlated single photon counting module. The second beam passed an excitation filter (254WB25, Omega Optical) and is directed into the quartz microscope objective (40×, NA = 0.80, Partec GmbH, Münster, Germany) by a dichroic beamsplitter (290DCLP, Omega Optical). The laser power was adjusted by inserting different neutral density filters (Melles Griot). An automatic beam shutter is incorporated to minimize the unnecessary exposure time which prevented the protein from bleaching. The fluorescence light was collected by the same objective and transmitted through the dichroic mirror. An achromatic lens (LAU-25-200, OFR Inc., 200 mm focal distance) focuses the light onto a pinhole. After the pinhole, the fluorescence emission is detected by a high speed photomultiplier tube (PMT) detector head (PMH-100-6, Becker & Hickl GmbH, Berlin, Germany). Emission bandpass filter 330WB60 (Omega Optical) have been used to detect Trp fluorescence and an emission bandpass filter FB450-40 (Thorlabs) used to discriminate acceptor fluorescence emission against donor fluorescence emission. The signal pulses of the PMT was fed into a time-correlated
single-photon counting (TCSPC) PC interface card (SPC-630, Becker & Hickl GmbH, Berlin, Germany) to acquire time-resolved data. The time-correlated single-photon counting was performed in the reversed mode, i.e. the signal of the PMT was used to start the clock of the time-to-amplitude converter and the reference signal of the laser from high speed photodiode was used as stop signal. The instrument response function (IRF) was measured by replacing the sample with a scattering dispersion of colloidal silicon dioxide particles in water (particle size 11 nm), and then recording the Rayleigh scattering of the excitation light without two emission filters. With this setup an IRF of 240 ps (FWHM) was measured. The fluorescence decay time constants were obtained by deconvoluting the instrument response function.

2.4 Förster distance and energy transfer efficiency calculation.

The overlap integral $J(\lambda)$ expresses the degree of spectral overlap between the donor emission and the acceptor absorption,

$$J(\lambda) = \int_{\lambda}^{\lambda+\Delta\lambda} F_D(\lambda) \varepsilon_A(\lambda) \lambda^4 d\lambda$$

$$= \frac{\int_{\lambda}^{\lambda+\Delta\lambda} F_D(\lambda) \varepsilon_A(\lambda) \lambda^4 d\lambda}{\int_{\lambda}^{\lambda+\Delta\lambda} F_D(\lambda) d\lambda}$$

(1)

$F_D(\lambda)$ is the corrected fluorescence intensity of the donor in the wavelength range $\lambda$ to $\lambda+\Delta\lambda$ with the total intensity normalized to unity, it is in dimensionless. $\varepsilon_A(\lambda)$ is the extinction coefficient of the acceptor at $\lambda$, which typical in units of M$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$. If $\lambda$ is expressed in units of centimeter, the $J(\lambda)$ is in units of M$^{-1}$ cm$^3$.

The Förster distance, $R_0$, can be calculate from the equation

$$R_0 = 9.78 \times 10^3 \left( \kappa^2 n^2 Q_D J(\lambda) \right)^{1/6} \text{ (in Å)}$$

(2)
where $\kappa^2$ is an orientation factor of two dipoles interacting and usually assumed to be equal to $2/3$, $n$ is the refractive index of medium between donor and acceptor, $Q_D$ is the fluorescence quantum yield of donor in the absence of acceptor, and $J(\lambda)$ is the spectral overlap integral. The Förster distance $R_0$ is known as the distance at which the transfer rate is equal to the decay rate of the donor in the absence of acceptor. That is the separation distance that yields 50% energy transfer efficiency.²

The transfer efficiency ($E$) is typically measured using the relative fluorescence intensity of the donor, in the absence ($F_D$) and presence ($F_{DA}$) of acceptor:

$$E = 1 - \frac{F_{DA}}{F_D}$$

(3)

or the transfer efficiency ($E$) can also be calculated from the change of the fluorescence lifetime of the donor, in the absence ($\tau_D$) and presence ($\tau_{DA}$) of acceptor:

$$E = 1 - \frac{\tau_{DA}}{\tau_D}$$

(4)

The relation between the transfer efficiency ($E$), the Förster distance $R_0$, and the mean distance $r$ between the donor and acceptor is given by equation (5):

$$E = \frac{R_0^6}{R_0^6 + r^6}$$

(5)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The absorption and emission spectra of biotinylated βGAL and avidin-AF350 are shown in Figure 2a. Biotinylated βGAL acted as a multi-donor system while avidin-AF350 was the acceptor fluorophore. Biotinylated βGAL was excited at 266 nm and has an emission peak at 341 nm, while avidin-AF350 has an excitation peak at 346 nm and
an emission peak at ∼440 nm. The emission band of the donor overlaps very well with the absorption of the acceptor, suggesting that efficient FRET between the biotinylated βGAL donor and avidin-AF350 acceptor can take place. By using the corrected emission spectrum of the donor with its area normalized to unity and the wavelength $\lambda$ in centimeter units, a spectral overlap integral $J(\lambda)$ of 1.87×10^{-14} M^{-1} cm^{3} was calculated from equation (2). Based on the spectral overlap, the bulk quantum yield of the biotinylated βGAL and the absorption coefficient of avidin-AF350, we estimate an average Förster distance $R_0$ of 29.3 Å in biotinylated βGAL /avidin-AF350 FRET system.

Figure 2b shows the results of fluorescence energy transfer studies on biotinylated βGAL at pH 7.4 in the presence of different avidin-AF350 concentrations. Increasing the concentration of avidin-AF350 resulted in a decrease of the Trp fluorescence at 340 nm concurrent with an increase in the fluorescence at 438 nm, the fluorescence signal of biotinylated βGAL shows almost no significant change when avidin-AF350 to biotin βGAL ratio exceeds 3:1. Because free avidin-AF350 almost does not fluoresce when excited at 266 nm (Figure 2b dashed-line), the 438 nm band represents AF350 emission due to FRET when avidin-AF350 binding to biotinylated βGAL. Binding of avidin-AF350 to biotinylated βGAL resulted in a decrease of the intrinsic Trp fluorescence emission of approximate 39%. The experimental energy transfer efficiency calculated according to equation (3) is 39.4%. The experimental average distance $r$ between the donor and acceptor of 31.5 Å can be determined from equation (5) based on the value of $E$ and $R_0$.

The tetrameric βGAL is a relatively large protein with a diameter of roughly 100 Å,^{25,29} and contains 156 Trp residues. Since βGAL fluorescence is largely overlapping with the
AF350 absorbance spectrum, the mechanism of the energy transfer from Trp to the AF350 group must be the Förster type dipole-dipole interaction with \( r^{-6} \) distance dependence. The theoretical efficiency of energy transfer is given by \(^{30}\)

\[
\langle E_{\text{out}} \rangle = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{R_0^6}{R_0^6 + r_i^6} \right)
\]

(6)

where \( n \) is the total number of Trp groups in \( \beta \text{GAL} \) and avidin, \( R_0 \) is the Förster distance obtained from the spectral overlap between the fluorescence spectrum of \( \beta \text{GAL} \) and the absorption spectrum of AF350, and \( r_i \) is the centre-to-centre distance from \( i \)th Trp unit to AF350 unit. The avidin molecule has four biotin-binding sites, which have almost the same binding behaviour, i.e. they are considered to be random by chosen for binding.\(^{16-18}\) We assume that the average position of AF350 is located in the center of the avidin molecule, because the potential labelling sites of AF350 (Lys, Arg, and Cys) are distributed over the avidin molecule\(^{31-33}\) more or less equally and the four identical biotin-binding sites are symmetrically distributed on the avidin surface. The locations of Trp units were obtained from X-ray crystallographic data\(^{25,34}\) and used to calculate the distance of \( r_i \). The theoretical energy transfer efficiency calculated from equation (6) is 20.3\%, which corresponds to a theoretical average distance between donor and acceptor to be 36.8 Å if we suggest a direct surface to surface contact of both proteins, i.e. the protein-protein distance is zero after binding. Compared to the experimental average distance of 31.5 Å, the calculated average distance between donor and acceptor is 5.3 Å longer, which is about four carbon-carbon bond lengths only. The basis for the calculation was a sphere-sphere contact assumption without any change of the sphere geometry due to binding. This slight difference might result from a conformational change in the protein after the binding event,\(^{35}\) in other words the protein-protein distance after binding is less than zero due to the close interaction.
Upon excitation at 266 nm, biotinylated βGAL displays an intrinsic fluorescence emission band around 340 nm mainly due to tryptophan residues. The fluorescence decay characterization of biotinylated βGAL in absence and presence of avidin-AF350 in PBS buffer solution at pH 7.4 is shown in Figure 3. With gradual addition of acceptor avidin-AF350 the fluorescence decays of biotinylated βGAL donor become fast. The fluorescence decay curves can be fitted well with a triple-exponential decay function. The lifetime, relative amplitudes and the reduced $\chi^2$ value of the decay of biotinylated βGAL/avidin-AF350 system obtained by global analysis with three-exponential fit are listed in Table 1. Figure 4(a) shows the fitting curve for the fluorescence decay of biotinylated βGAL donor together with the IRF of our instrument. Analysis of the fluorescence decay data showed three components with significant different decay times of 5.11, 2.53, and 0.91 ns, the average fluorescence lifetime of biotinylated βGAL is 3.68 ns. The lower panel in Figure 4(a) shows weighted residuals of the triple-exponential fitting. The increase of avidin-AF350 concentration decrease the fluorescence lifetime of the donor and the fluorescence decay of the donor remains unchanged when the molar ratio of biotinylated βGAL: avidin-AF350 reaches to 1: 3. The fluorescence lifetimes of the three components change to 3.88, 1.31, and 0.34 ns, the average lifetime of donor decreases to 2.33 ns (Figure 4(c)). The average fluorescence lifetime of biotinylated βGAL decreases initially with the increasing acceptor to donor ratio in the conjugates, but quickly levels off at a ratio of 1: 2, which is consistent with the changing levels of fluorescence intensity of donor. The FRET efficiency is improved according to the scheme model in which single avidin AF350 can be conjugated with multiple biotinylated βGAL. The energy transfer efficiency calculated from the average lifetime changes using equation (4) is to be 36.7%, which correspondence to the value obtained from the change of the donor emission intensity.
With the molecular system described here, deep UV FRET can be generated with small sample volumes and at low concentrations respectively. Hence, label-free optical biosensors are possible based on fluorescence resonance energy transfer measurements between biotinylated βGAL /avidin-AF350 on surfaces. The fluorescence spots on quartz surface have been observed at 266 nm excitation after adding avidin-AF350 to biotinylated βGAL coated quartz surface (Figure 5). The fluorescence image from AF350 emission indicates FRET between βGAL and AF350 after the biotin-avidin binding reaction. The energy transfer efficiency depends not only on the distance between donor and acceptor fluorophores, but also on their relative orientation in space of the transition dipoles. Although the orientation of biotinylated βGAL on the surface is unknown, it might not have significant influence on the energy transfer efficiency between βGAL and AF350, because many Trp residues in βGAL protein served as donor and they have different orientation. The orientation of the transition dipoles between the multi-donor and acceptor can take a dynamically random average, i.e. orientation factor $\kappa^2$ is equal to $2/3$. In order to quantify the sensitivity of our method for UV FRET based on biotin-avidin binding reaction, different concentrations of the avidin-AF350 solution were placed on biotinylated βGAL coated quartz coverslips, we measured the dependence of the total number of photons counted from each fluorescence intensity image on difference concentrations of the avidin-AF350 solution (Figure 6). We did not observe any fluorescence spots on quartz surfaces at avidin-AF350 concentration less than $5 \times 10^{-10}$ mol/L, the recorded fluorescence represents the background level. We observed fluorescence spots above the background level on quartz surfaces at avidin-AF350 concentration higher than $1 \times 10^{-9}$ mol/L, which indicate that we are able to study intermolecular interactions at low concentrations (down to nanomolar range) with this method.
4. CONCLUSIONS

Deep UV FRET measurements between βGAL and AF350 based on biotin-avidin binding reactions have been demonstrated in our experiment by means of steady-state fluorescence and time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy. Our method uses the intrinsic Trp residues in biotinylated βGAL proteins served as the FRET donor. The fluorescence decay of biotinylated βGAL in the presence of different concentration of avidin-AF350 was analyzed by reconstructing the decay time distributions with multiexponential models. The effect of FRET leads to a decrease of the mean fluorescence lifetime from 3.68 ns to 2.33 ns. The fluorescence energy transfer efficiency was determined by the donor fluorescence emission and lifetime changes in the presence and absence of acceptor. The theoretical efficiency of energy transfer and the theoretical average distance between donor and acceptor are calculated, the results show good agreement with the experimental data even without knowing the accurate orientation of the donors in the molecule. In other words, this method allows obtaining some structural data (the average distance between ligand and receptor after binding) in even such a complex system; neither specific information about the ligand and receptor nor site specific labelling is necessary. Smaller molecular systems will allow obtaining even more information (e.g. rotational freedom). This we have to show in future work.

The fluorescence intensity image of AF350 on biotinylated βGAL coated quartz surface through UV FRET has been observed using deep UV laser-based fluorescence lifetime microscopy. The results demonstrate that deep UV laser-based fluorescence lifetime microscopy is useful for the study of UV fluorescence energy transfer from biotinylated βGAL to avidin-AF350 based on high binding affinity of biotin-avidin reaction. With
this molecular system we have shown that ultrasensitive confocal time-resolved deep UV fluorescence microscopy is a useful tool to study intermolecular interactions at very low concentrations in solution and on surface. Since deep UV light excitation is phototoxic to biological samples, multiphoton excitation label-free fluorescence detection can be used for living samples or in cases where the samples have to be preserved for further investigations. Excitation light in multiphoton excitation has longer wavelength which is less phototoxic to living cells and can penetrate deeper into the specimen. Ultrasensitive optical biosensors with label-free detection can be developed for the life sciences analysis without modifying molecules of interest and enables the use of natural ligands and substrates.
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Table 1. The intrinsic fluorescence intensity decay parameters of biotinylated \( \beta \text{GAL} \) in the absence and presence of avidin-AF350 in PBS buffer solution (pH 7.4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biotinylated ( \beta \text{GAL} ):Avidin-AF350</th>
<th>( \tau )</th>
<th>( \alpha_1 )</th>
<th>( \tau_1 )</th>
<th>( \alpha_2 )</th>
<th>( \tau_2 )</th>
<th>( \alpha_3 )</th>
<th>( \tau_3 )</th>
<th>( \chi^2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:0</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:0.4</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:1.5</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:2</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:3</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure captions

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the FRET process from the biotinylated βGAL to avidin-AF350 based on the high affinity of biotin and avidin reaction.

Figure 2. (a) Absorption (solid line) and fluorescence emission (dashed line) spectra of βGAL and AF350. The FRET spectral overlap integral J(λ) is located between absorption spectrum of the acceptor and fluorescence emission spectrum of the donor. (b) Evolution of the corrected fluorescence emission intensity biotinylated βGAL and avidin-AF350 in the absence and presence of avidin-AF350 under excitation at 266 nm. The concentration of biotinylated βGAL is 2.25 μM, the molar ratios of biotinylated βGAL:avidin-AF350 (1→6) is 1:0, 1:0.4, 1:1, 1:1.5, 1:2, and 1:3, respectively. The dashed line shows the emission of avidin-AF350 acceptor without donor.

Figure 3. Time-resolved fluorescence decay of biotinylated βGAL in the absence and presence of avidin-AF350 in PBS buffer solution (pH 7.4) under excitation at 266 nm. Biotinylated βGAL concentration was fixed at 0.1 μM, the molar ratios of biotinylated βGAL:avidin-AF350 (1→6) is 1:0, 1:0.4, 1:1, 1:1.5, 1:2, and 1:3, respectively.

Figure 4. The triple-exponential decay fitting for the fluorescence decay of biotinylated βGAL in presence of difference of molar ratio avidin-AF350 in PBS buffer solution (pH 7.4) excited at 266 nm together with the IRF. The molar ratio of biotinylated βGAL:avidin-AF350 is (a) 1:0, (b) 1:1.5, (c) 1:3, respectively. The gray lines are fit curves to triple-exponential fluorescence decay. The lower panels show weighted residuals of each fitting.
Figure 5. The fluorescence intensity image of AF350 on biotinylated βGAL coated quartz surface after UV FRET based on biotin-avidin binding reaction. The biotinylated βGAL coated quartz coveslips were placed in $1 \times 10^{-8} \text{ mol/L}$ avidin-AF350 solution for 1 hr. After washing away any unbounded avidin-AF350, the coverslips were measured fluorescence imaging using UV Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy at detection window of 430-470 nm.

Figure 6. The dependence of the total number of photons counted from each fluorescence intensity image on difference concentrations of the avidin-AF350 solution.
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